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Museology - Wikipedia
Terminology. The words that are used to describe the study of museums vary depending on language and geography. For example, while "museology" is becoming more prevalent in English, it is most commonly used to refer to the study of museums in French (muséologie), Spanish (museología), German (Museologie), Italian (museologia), and Portuguese ...

Decolonizing both researcher and research and its
Sep 28, 2017 - Decolonizing research is a process of conducting research with Indigenous communities that places Indigenous voices and epistemologies in the center of the research process (Battiste, 2000; Smith, 1999). It critically examines the underlying assumptions that inform the research, and challenges the widely-accepted belief that Western methods and

Decolonizing the Cultural Workplace: A New Organizing
Dec 23, 2021 - Decolonizing is hard work. Nor is there any clear end to it. Ousting the occupier was only the beginning, and, arguably, colonialism’s cultural residue—deeply imprinted through the scorch of racial hierarchy—has been the most difficult to erode. We will be grappling with its ongoing legacy for the

Anthropology at Illinois
Nov 18, 2013 - Anthropology Professor Ripan S. Malhi is the 2022 awardee for the prestigious Robert W. Sussman Award. The award is designed to "recognize meritorious scientific contributions to the field of anthropology by mid-career anthropologists." In the Award announcement,

Anthropology & Education Quarterly - Wiley Online Library
Dec 22, 2021 - Note from the Editors - Volume 50, Issue 1: Either Here or There: Short-Term Study Abroad and the Discourse of Going; Reciprocity in Indigenous Educational Research: Beyond Compensation, Towards Decolonizing

What does it mean to decolonize a museum? - MuseumNext
May 11, 2021 - All in all, the decolonizing project will have starts and stops as each museum, cultural worker and audiences have difficult conversations and reflections about the meaning of museums and who the institutions are intended to serve. New models of decolonization will continue to arise and give inspiration to other institutions struggling to

American Anthropologist - Wiley Online Library
Decolonizing Visual Anthropology: Locating Transnational Diasporic Queers-Of-Color Voices in Ethnographic Cinema. Figure 1. Riggs (left) and his interlocutors perform "Lessons in ...

Political ecology | Cambridge Encyclopedia of Anthropology
Political ecology is a critical research field within anthropology and related disciplines that examines how and why economic structures and power relations drive environmental change in an increasingly interconnected world. Initially it was most well-known for investigating the practices and impacts of large-scale resource development projects in subsistence-oriented

Anthropocene | Cambridge Encyclopedia of Anthropology
"The Anthropocene" is a term that is increasingly used to define a new planetary epoch: one in which humans have become the dominant force shaping Earth’s bio-geophysical composition and processes. Although it originated in the Earth Sciences, it has since been widely adopted across academia and the public sphere as a catch-all description for the overwhelming impact of human

IUP News - IUP Now - IUP
Dec 14, 2021 - "Decolonizing" Thanksgiving keeps the positive traditions while turning away from hurtful stereotypes of Native Americans. Thanksgiving dinner, family, gratitude, community, and generosity are emphasized while acknowledging Native American history and the contributions indigenous people have made in developing today’s foods. 12 November 2021

James Clifford (historian) - Wikipedia
Clifford’s work has sparked controversy and critical debate in a number of disciplines, such as literature, art history and visual studies, and especially in cultural anthropology. His historical and rhetorical critiques of ethnography contributed to Anthropology's important self-critical, decolonizing period of the 1980s and early 1990s.

Cornell University Press Monthly Roundup: November

Journal of Political Ecology
We are linked to the Political Ecology Society of the Society for Applied Anthropology (SAAA) in the USA. All articles must draw from, or contribute to, political ecology. JPE was established in 1994, as one of the world’s first OA social science journals, at the University of Arizona, where it is still hosted by the UA Libraries.

Resolving the "muddle in the middle": The case for Homo
Oct 28, 2021 - Decolonizing palaeoanthropology is an important task 116 that needs to take precedence over rigid taxonomic rules. The unfortunate reticence of IUCN to allow for a name change is best exemplified by Anthophthalmus hitleri Scheibel 1937 117 —a carrabid beetle found only in five caves in Slovenia—named as a dedication to Adolfd Hitler.

The Public Historian | University of California Press
About the Journal. Since 1978, The Public Historian has made its mark as the definitive voice of the public history profession, providing historians with the latest scholarship and applications from the field. The Public Historian publishes the results of scholarly research and case studies and addresses the broad substantive and theoretical issues in the field.

List of Key References in Qualitative Research - Engaging
1 List of Key References in Qualitative Research Provided by: LeConté J. Dill, Dr.P.H., M.P.H. Engaging in Qualitative Research Methods: Opportunities for Prevention and Health Promotion

Mesoamerica Definition & Meaning | Dictionary.com
Mesoamerica definition, the area extending approximately from central Mexico to Honduras and Nicaragua in which diverse pre-Columbian civilizations flourished. See more.
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Assessing the legacy of Dell Hymes (1927–2009) in ethnopoetics should entail assessing ethnopoetics more broadly, as a “legacy” in its own right within American cultural and linguistic anthropology.

the legacy of dell hymes: ethnopoetics, narrative inequality, and voice

Professor Bacigalupo shows how shamanic discourses and practices (as they interact with more-than-humans) can be superb tools for transforming colonial and neocolonial structures of power—and for

ana mariella bacigalupo

Hence my teaching and research interests extend to the history of anthropology, indigenous cosmologies, decolonizing pedagogies, collaborative research methods, palaeoepidemiology, and politics and social

michelle lelievre

We will discover how anthropology has informed the theory and practice of the works of artist ethnographers and ethnographer artists; ways of decolonizing art; problems of cultural appropriation;

anthropology, art, and poetics

Co-principle investigators Martha Paynter, doctoral candidate in the School of Nursing at Dalhousie, and Jennifer Leason, CIHR Canada Research Chair in Indigenous Maternal Child Wellness at the

new cihr-funded collaboration to address health inequities of incarcerated indigenous women

Email: mdicentavilker@wm.edu Areas of Specialization: Science & Technology Studies; Environmental Anthropology; Indigenous Knowledge; Latin American Race and Ethnicity Studies; Argentina;

mara dicenta

In an email interview, Aurolyn Luykx, associate professor of anthropology and teacher at the University of Ottawa, explained how her work is couched in language emphasizing the “decolonizing” and “anti-imperialist” function of public

why education reform alone won’t save bolivia’s indigenous languages

and other experimental forms of writing for sociology and anthropology; affect studies; art; memory; cultural memory; poetics; or sports and practices. Accepting one (1) MA or one (1) PhD student.

ma programs

and other experimental forms of writing for sociology and anthropology; affect studies; art; memory; cultural memory; poetics; or sports and practices. Accepting one (1) MA or one (1) PhD student.

phd programs

Reflecting IMPACT’s commitment to decolonizing approaches to governance Toni received a PhD in cultural anthropology from Cornell University. Her dissertation, books and other publications focus

peacebuilding and the arts

INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A dramatically new understanding of human history, challenging our most fundamental assumptions about social evolution—from the development of a

the dawn of everything : a new history of humanity

Teachers College Alumni have gone off to do amazing things, this resource highlights some of the alumni that have graduated from the Comparative and International Education program at Teachers College

god of the elements and the arts

In addition to environmental anthropology, she finds kinship with decolonizing approaches to research inquiry. She has partnered with the Kayapó, an indigenous community in Brazil, for over ten years

faculty policy fellows program

She is committed to feminist, antiracist, and decolonizing scholarship. In all of her work, Zanotti stitches together insights from engaged anthropology and visual anthropology to create

symposium speaker bios

A transdisciplinary scholar by training, Dr. Çubukçu holds a BA in Government with Distinction in All Subjects from Cornell University and a PhD with Distinction from the Department of Anthropology..

dr ayça Çubukçu

This past summer the Smithsonian piloted a virtual internship program with Emerson Collective, inviting students from across the country to explore the full breadth of the institution’s experts,

a virtual summer at the smithsonian

Courses highlight Indigenous, Black, people of colour, migrant, diasporic, transnational, decolonizing, postcolonial draws its curriculum from a variety of disciplines including anthropology, art

interdisciplinary studies in sexuality (ba)

Join artist Sierra Tasi Baker to see the work she has made while in residence at Griffin Art Projects, based on her master’s thesis Decolonizing at the Museum of Anthropology at UBC
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Professor Bacigalupo shows how shamanic discourses and practices (as they interact with more-than-humans) can be superb tools for transforming colonial and neocolonial structures of power—and for...
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